NOTES:
1. PART TO HAVE A NON-ABRASIVE FINISH.
2. PART TO HAVE MIN. DRAFT ANGLE AS TOOLING REQUIRES.
3. ANY AND ALL CHANGES TO MATERIAL OR FINISH MUST BE APPROVED BY NWI.
4. ALL DIAMETERS TO BE CONCENTRIC WITHIN .005 UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.
5. ALL CORNERS TO BE .015 MAX R OR CHAMFER OR OTHERWISE NOTED.
6. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE FINISHED PART DIMENSIONS.
7. POWDERCOAT FINISH TO BE INTERPON 600 OR NWI APPROVED EQUIVALENT.
8. REMOVE ALL BURRS, BREAK CORNERS, AND SHARP EDGES.
9. NO FLASH ALLOWED.

PACKAGING INSTRUCTIONS
BOXED SET TO INCLUDE:
(1) LATCH BRACKET ASSEMBLY
(1) LATCH ARM ASSEMBLY
(7) LOGO LOCK TABS
(1) INSTRUCTION SHEET
(1) POLYBAGGED FASTENER SET, INCLUDING:
(1) 3/8-16 X 3 U-BOLT
(1) 3/8-16 X 2.75" CARRIAGE BOLT
(1) 3/8-16 X 4.5" CARRIAGE BOLT
(4) 3/8-16 HEX NUTS

2.5" VERSION
GSL-7-25POST  2.5" PADLOCK GATE LATCH - GALV.  HDG  2.65"
GSL-7-25POST-BK  2.5" PADLOCK GATE LATCH- BLACK  ZIP BLACK PC  2.65"

3" VERSION
GSL-7-30POST  3" PADLOCK GATE LATCH - GALV.  HDG  3.15"
GSL-7-30POST-BK  3" PADLOCK GATE LATCH- BLACK  ZIP BLACK PC  3.15"

4" VERSION
GSL-7-40POST  4" PADLOCK GATE LATCH - GALV.  HDG  4.15"
GSL-7-40POST-BK  4" PADLOCK GATE LATCH- BLACK  ZIP BLACK PC  4.15"